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Background
There is general agreement that ground-based measurements of solar radiation are more accurate than
satellite models when the sensors are well-sited and operating correctly [1], [2], [3], [4]. Solar radiation
sensors can be fickle [5], [6], so how does one know they are operating correctly? This problem is
common in AI (artificial intelligence) applications where data from multiple sensors must be fused together
and validated, so we utilize many of the same data processing and analysis techniques.

Methodology
Much can be learned by comparing solar observations from one site to neighboring sites. For example,
the image below shows the daily average GHI on one day around Sacramento, CA. One of the readings
is significantly below the others. This might be a one-day anomaly due to a microclimate. However, if this
trend continues the data should not be used and the site flagged until the situation is corrected.

Figure 1 - GHI sensors near Sacramento

Figure 2, taken from several sites in Mississippi, shows what can be learned by comparing the time
histories for neighboring sites. Sensor MS161-1 is tracking well with its neighbors up until early
September when it starts to fail – giving occasional readings until finally going dead. It appears the
sensor was replaced in mid-October, but the calibration is suspect as indicated by consistently higher
readings compared to the neighboring sites.

Figure 2 - Mississippi site comparison with neighbors

In a similar way, it is possible use hourly time histories on clear sky days to see if a given sensor is
becoming overly soiled or if shading from nearby obstacles is occurring.
All of these techniques require having a significant amount of data from multiple, overlapping solar
radiation networks. It is not possible to catch and remove all of the errors coming from 7000+ sites, but
applying AI techniques like those shown significantly improve the overall accuracy of our USMSR
database.

Conclusion
Comparing GHI observations and time histories from as many nearby sites as possible allows us to
determine how well an individual station is performing.
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